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Information about the African diamond 

sector is rare, and to be found only in the 

very specialized press. The increasing 

political importance of the diamond trade 

is reflected, however, in the growing 

scholarly attention for the relationship 

between state decay/collapse and the pro

visioning of political actors at the state 

level and of the state structures them

selves in "underground", "informal" 

economies, finding themselves on the 

verge of criminalisation. Exemplary in 

this field of research is the work of Wil

liam Reno. This type of research mostly 

yields analytical descriptions of the polit

ical aspects themselves, but seldomly 

give new insights into the dynamics of 

the diamond economy itself. This area is 

one in which only experienced journal

ists dare to venture; they (and some an

thropologists as Filip De Boeck are the 

only ones to have access to detailed in

formation on the rather dangerous dia

mond trade networks. This is why a co

operation between a journalist as 

Franc,:ois Misser, specialized in African 

affairs, and Olivier Vallee, an economist 

specialized in the raw materials markets, 

was bound to be very promising. 

Their jointly written book tries to de

scribe and analyze how the formal insti

tutions of many African states have be

come void of any real content. The power 

of the state is to be found elsewhere, in 

the control of any still profitable resource 

inside its territorial boundaries. This is 

done as much by choice as by constraint: 

during the nineties, many states have 

seen their main instruments of power 

rendered useless, be it or not under pres

sure of the international financial institu

tions and of internal breakdown. The na

tional armies have been abandoned, the 

national currencies disappeared in spirals 

of hyperinflation, the collapse of trans

portation infrastructure blocked the mar

keting of any rural production. Diamonds 

seem to escape all constraints imposed 

by the formal political and economic 

structures. Reliance on diamond exploi

tation and trade may give access to the 

powerholders of a huge source of reve

nue. The active engagement of state ac

tors in the diamond trade (whereby na

tional banks themselves may act as dia

mond buyers and sellers) transforms 

them into private economic actors, sub

mitted to competition by other producers 

and consumers on the markets. If the in

formal diamond trade networks are to be 

protected by semi- or totally privatised 

security companies, then the divestment 

of state function is accomplished: not 

only the maintenance of security is priva

tised, but a privatized resource (dia

monds) may act as the only stable value 

in a world of hyperinflation, and may 

function as a de facto cover to the circu

lation of local money or of dollars. In the 

Kasai province of Zaire e.g., an inde

pendent monetary zone had been created, 

whereby the diamond production acted 

as a substitute for the gold reserve in the 

central bank. There was no way for the 

state to control this monetary zone, and 

many of the political actors on state level 

were actively engaged in maintaining 

this zone which offered many opportuni

ties for speculative enrichment. Moreo

ver, the privatisation of the essential state 

functions and the maintenance of a pure-
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ly formal and symbolic state apparatus 

withdraws the state from any internation

al public accountability. 

Diamonds do not necessarily need a 

fully developed production apparatus, 

and a huge economy of the poor has de

veloped around small-scale mining sites 

and alluvial deposits. The profits are 

made in trade and not in production net

works, and these networks are immedi

ately internationally connected. Huge 

profits generate violence, and the authors 

of the book rightly observe that the civil 

wars in Africa never are fueled by politi

cal motives but always by efforts to mo

nopolize economic resources. Political 

dynamics and alliance building are eco

nomically motivated. 

This rather grim picture is the back

ground for "Les gemmocraties" (a gem

mocracy is, according to the authors, a 

modality of power based on the control 

of diamond gems). It is painted by the 

authors throughout a series of case stud

ies and analytical descriptions. Franc,:ois 

Misser offers a myriad of interesting and 

usually not very accessible information 

about the "informal politics" in countries 

as Zaire, Angola, Sierra Leone, Guinea. 

However, the book is an uneasy marriage 

between journalism and a more scientific 

approach. The latter is underdeveloped: 

the book offers many useful data on the 

size and growth of the diamond sector 

and the level of investments; but it gives 

no real analysis of the structure of the in

dustry on a world-wide or a continental 

basis. Many partial insights are not put 

into a more global framework. An impor

tant question is hardly answered: how 

does a country become a gemmocracy? 

The useful but scarce indications on 

Guinea (p. 206-207) do not compensate 

for the lack of general analysis. Instead, 

the book gives some penetrating descrip

tions on the specificity of diamonds and 

diamond trade. However, the authors in

dulge in the postmodern habit of writing 

striking but incomprehensible sentences. 

What to think of a sentence as "This 

overcoding of the stages of formation of 

a market fluidity, antagonistic towards 
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